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Right here, we have countless ebook ﬁngerstyle blues guitar master acoustic blues gu and
collections to check out. We additionally ﬁnd the money for variant types and afterward type of the books
to browse. The within acceptable limits book, ﬁction, history, novel, scientiﬁc research, as without
diﬃculty as various other sorts of books are readily nearby here.
As this ﬁngerstyle blues guitar master acoustic blues gu, it ends going on monster one of the favored
books ﬁngerstyle blues guitar master acoustic blues gu collections that we have. This is why you remain
in the best website to see the amazing book to have.

Guitar Lesson World: The Book
Speed Mechanics for Lead Guitar 1992 Guitarskole.
Blind Blake Blind Blake 1994-09 The Early Masters of American Blues series provides the unique
opportunity to study the true roots of modern blues. Stefan Grossman, noted roots-blues guitarist and
musicologist, has compiled this fascinating collection of 16 songs, transcribed exactly as performed by
legendary blues master Blind Blake. In addition to Stefan's expert transcriptions, the book includes online
audio containing the original recordings of Blind Blake so you can hear the music as he performed it.
Blind Blake was the greatest ragtime blues guitarist to record during the 1920s. His guitar styles and
techniques were unique, capturing the pulsating rhythms of the blues, ragtime, and jazz music of the
period. His records sold well and were greatly inﬂuential on generations of guitarists. This collection
presents sixteen tunes that will keep your ﬁngers very busy. Sound, feel, and control over right-hand
thumb are the elements of Blind Blake's playing that will demand all your attention and patience. Enjoy
the wonderful songs, and good luck developing your sportin' right hand!
Mark Hanson's Fingerstyle Christmas Guitar 1998 Twelve classic holiday songs for solo ﬁngerstyle guitar.
Includes performance notes, multi-level arrangements in both standard notation and tab, and CD
accompaniment. Titles include: The First Noel * Go Tell It on the Mountain * In Dulci Jubilo * Joy to the
World * O Little Town of Bethlehem * Silent Night * Winter Wonderland and more.
DADGAD Blues ROB MACKILLOP 2016-08-02 Rob MacKillop presents 20 wonderful ﬁngerstyle blues
arrangements andcompositions in DADGAD tuning. The styles covered in this book include country blues,
boogie woogie left-hand piano blues, early jazz blues, gut-bucket blues and modal blues. Great traditional
songs are included such as St. James Inﬁrmary Blues, St. Louis Blues, C. C. Rider and more, alongside 15
full-length studies. The book begins with easy arrangements, progressing to intermediate and more
advanced ones - in short, these blues studies will improve your technique through playable 12-bar tunes.
A wide array of chord and scale ﬁngerings are also provided, including pentatonic minor and major
scales, blues scales, diminished arpeggios and scales, 7th chords, whole-tone scales and the super
Locrian mode and much more! All the tunes presented have accompanying audio recorded by Rob
MacKillop and are available to download
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101 Easy Fingerstyle Guitar Solos Larry McCabe 2015-06-03 This book with CD contains a wealth of
time-honored songs arranged for beginning to intermediate guitarists. Many styles are covered including
American standards, country songs, blues, hymns and spirituals, calypso, train songs, European
standards, childrens songs, Christmas songs, Stephen Foster songs, patriotic songs, light classical, and
more. These great-sounding solos can be played on any 6 or 12-string guitar. The companion CD contains
every song in the book played note-for-note.
The Acoustic Guitar Method 2002 (Guitar Method). A complete collection of all three Acoustic Guitar
Method books in one volume! Learn how to play guitar with the only beginning method based on
traditional American music that teaches you authentic techniques and songs. Beginning with a few basic
chords and strums, you'll start right in learning real music drawn from blues, folk, country and bluegrass
traditions. You'll learn how to ﬁnd notes on the ﬁngerboard, expand your collection of chords by learning
songs in various keys, and learn diﬀerent kinds of picking patterns. When you're done with this method
series, you'll know dozens of the tunes that form the backbone of American music, using a variety of
ﬂatpicking and ﬁngerpicking techniques. Songs include: Bury Me Beneath the Willow * Delia * Frankie and
Johnny * The Girl I Left Behind Me * House of the Rising Sun * Ida Red * In the Pines * Little Sadie * Man of
Constant Sorrow * Sally Goodin * Scarborough Fair * Will the Circle Be Unbroken? * and many more.
Accompanying audio examples are all available for download!
Concepts: Arranging for Fingerstyle Guitar Howard Morgen Beginning with an explanation of how a
bass line deﬁnes the harmonic scheme, this edition leads the player through dozens of ﬁngerstyle
arrangements. Titles: * Laura * Green Dolphin Street * The Shadow of Your Smile * Stompin' at the Savoy
* Just Friends * Don't Blame Me * Nobody Does It Better
Frailing the Guitar STEVE BAUGHMAN 2011-08-19 The Travis pick revolutionized guitar picking in the
20th century, and frailing stands poised to do so in the 21st. This simple technique in which the thumb is
employed on an upbeat, instead of on its usual downbeat, creates a driving groove reminiscent of
Appalachian banjo. Frailing is a very versatile pattern that works as well with singer-songwriter guitar
accompaniment as it does with ﬁngerpicking blues and old time ﬁddle tunes. This is the ﬁrst book ever
published on the subject. Written in notation and tablature for intermediate to advanced guitarists.
Anthology of Country Blues Guitar Stefan Grossman 2007 The Early Masters of American Blues series
provides the unique opportunity to study the true roots of modern blues. Stefan Grossman, noted rootsblues guitarist and musicologist, has compiled this fascinating collection of 14 songs, transcribed exactly
as performed by legendary blues masters Rev. Gary Davis, Lonnie Johnson, Blind Boy Fuller, and
Mississippi John Hurt. In addition to Stefan's expert transcriptions, the book includes a CD containing the
original artist recordings so you can hear the music as they performed it.
The Beatles Beatles 2018-07-01 (Guitar Collection). 25 classic songs from the Fab Four are presented in
lyrics, chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams, making Beatles' music accessible to beginning guitarists
just learning their craft. Songs include: Beautiful Dreamer * Come Together * Don't Let Me Down *
Eleanor Rigby * Helter Skelter * I Saw Her Standing There * Let It Be * Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da * Paperback
Writer * Twist and Shout * You've Got to Hide Your Love Away * and more.
The acoustic guitar ﬁngerstyle method David Hamburger 2007 (String Letter Publishing). Whether you're
a ﬁrst-time ﬁngerstylist who's studying with a teacher or on your own, The Acoustic Guitar Fingerstyle
Method by David Hamburger gives you the detailed, comprehensive instruction you need to improve your
skills. This book introduces you to the two most essential ﬁngerstyle approaches for playing American
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roots music: Travis picking and the steady-bass style. In each lesson, you'll learn new techniques,
concepts, and chord voicings along with ways to practice and get them under your ﬁngers. Then you can
use what you just learned to play a classic song or solo break from the blues, ragtime, folk, country, and
ragtime traditions. 18 In-Depth Lessons, including: Travis Picking Basics, Switching Chords, Eighth Notes
and Syncopation, Picking Pattern Fills, Double Stops, and much more. 15 songs to play, including: John
Henry * Delia * St. James Inﬁrmary * Nobody's Fault but Mine * Houston Blues * Alberta * and more. Each
book includes access to recordings of demonstration tracks of all the exercises and songs. Audio is
accessed online using the unique code in each book.
Guitar Book for Adult Beginners Damon Ferrante 2017-12-06 This book and streaming video course is
all that you will ever need for getting started playing the most famous and cherished guitar songs! Music
Professor Damon Ferrante guides you through how to play the guitar with step-by-step lessons for adult
beginners and streaming video lessons. This easy-to-follow method, used by thousands of guitar students
and teachers, is designed to be interactive, engaging and fun. No music reading is required! Learn great
guitar songs! The lessons will greatly expand your repertoire of beloved guitar songs and improve your
guitar technique, creativity, and understanding of music. Whether you are teaching yourself guitar or
learning with a music instructor, this book and streaming video course will take your guitar playing to a
whole new level! Ask yourself this: 1. Have you always wanted to learn how to play famous guitar songs,
but did not know where to start? 2. Did you start guitar lessons once and give up because the lessons
were too diﬃcult? 3. Are you struggling to follow online guitar lessons that seem to jump all over the
place without any sense of direction or consistency? 4. Would you like to expand your musical
understanding and learn how to play the guitar through an aﬀordable, step-by-step book and video
course? If your answer to any of the these questions is yes, then this beginner guitar book and video
course is deﬁnitely for you! The following great music is covered in this book and streaming video course:
* Amazing Grace * House of the Rising Sun * Scarborough Fair * Shenandoah * Happy Birthday * KumBah-Yah * Jingle Bells * Home on the Range * This Little Light of Mine * Take Me Out to the Ballgame *
Red River Valley * Silent Night * When the Saints Go Marching In * Greensleeves * Aura Lee * And Many
More Great Songs!
The Best of Duane Eddy (Songbook) Duane Eddy 1999-02-01 (Guitar Recorded Versions). 18 of
Duane Eddy's classic instrumental hits, including all his twangy riﬀs, are transcribed exactly. Includes the
songs: Boss Guitar * Cannonball * Peter Gunn * Ramrod * Rebel 'Rouser * Shazam * Three 30 Blues *
Trambone * Yep! * more. Includes an introduction and rare photos.
100 Most Beautiful Songs Ever for Fingerpicking Guitar (Songbook) Hal Leonard Corp.
2014-03-01 (Guitar Solo). One hundred timeless songs from a wide variety of musical genres are featured
in this collection of solo guitar arrangements in standard notation and tab. Includes: Angel * Bless the
Broken Road * Chances Are * Don't Know Why * Faithfully * Hallelujah * I Will Always Love You * Killing
Me Softly with His Song * Memory * Stardust * Tears in Heaven * Woman * You Raise Me Up * and many
more.
Doyle Dykes Doyle Dykes 2003-06 Doyle Dykes is the natural heir to Chet Atkins' throne. This Nashvillebased virtuoso ﬁngerstyle guitarist plays solo guitar arrangements of originals, hymns, and secular pop
music with astounding feel and unheard-of technique. This volume includes Doyle's original guitar
compositions and his hugely popular arrangement of The Beatles' song "Girl." Songs are: Angels Desire *
Birmingham Steel * Caleb's Report * Celtic Cowboy * The Changing of the Guard * Country Fried Pickin' *
Girl * The Howling of the Wood * The Jawbone * Martha's Kitchen * Miss Haley's Music Box * Misty Nights
in Tokyo * The Road Back Home * Self Portrait on Acoustic Guitar * The Visitation * Wabash Cannonball *
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White Rose for Heidi.
Hal Leonard guitar method Will Schmid 1980-09 Provides beginning instruction including tuning, 1st
position melody playing, C, G, G7, D7, and Em chords, rhythms through eighth notes, solos and
ensembles and strumming. Features a chord chart, and traditional songs like: Amazing Grace ʺ
Greensleeves ʺ and When the Saints Go Marching In.
The Complete Guide to Playing Blues Guitar Book One - Rhythm Guitar JOSEPH ALEXANDER.
2014-03-04 Every aspect of playing great blues guitar is covered, building from ﬁrst principles such as
blues rhythm, riﬀs, structure and ﬁlls, to more advanced techniques such as approach chords, shell
chords and 'drop two' chord voicings.
Endless Road - Tommy Emmanuel TOMMY EMMANUEL 2010-10-07 Mel Bay Publications presents a
collection of arrangements and original compositions from Australian guitarist Tommy Emmanuel's 2005
CD, Endless Road. Not for the faint of heart, this outstanding collection of intermediate to advanced solos
includes two pop standards ("Somewhere Over the Rainbow" and "Mona Lisa") plus thirteen of Tommy's
incredible compositions.You'll gain insights into Tommy's playing style through note-for-note notation and
tablature transcribed by Mark Pritcher who has added suggested chord progressions to each tune to
serve as a harmonic guide to the player. In addition, detailed performance notes and select chord grid
diagrams further enhance accessibility to the works of this masterful guitar tunesmith.Tommy's music
incorporates thumbpicking, jazzy single lines, chord-melody arranging techniques, complex use of
harmonics and more. Playing through this collection will give you a whole new appreciation for your
guitar!
The Country Blues Guitar Stefan Grossman 1968-06-01 The ﬁrst instruction guide exclusively about this
major innovator and stylist. It reveals Gary Davis' style of playing and hints about playing in Davis' own
words. More than 20 tunes, including Cocaine Blues, Candyman, and Lost Boy In The Wilderness.
Complete Country Blues Guitar Book STEFAN GROSSMAN 2015-06-29 This comprehensive book has
260 pages and over 50 ﬁngerpicking guitar solos in notation and tablature in country blues, Delta blues,
ragtime blues, Texas blues and bottleneck styles. An extremely comprehensive blues solo
collection.Includes access to online audio
All Blues for Jazz Guitar Jim Ferguson 1997 Blues-guitarskole.
Guitar Styles -- Women in Rock Karen Hogg 2001-04 From 1960s folk to alternative rock of the 1990s,
this new addition to the Guitar Styles series studies the sounds and techniques of many of today's top
female singer-songwriters and some of the artists who've inﬂuenced them. With easy-to-play examples, a
suggested listening list and much more, this is the perfect resource for learning the styles of some of
today's hottest performers. 48 pages.
The Classical Collection for Guitar Tab 1993-02 Eight of the world's most beautiful and popular
classical pieces arranged for intermediate guitar by the Russian guitarist Alexander Glklikh. The book
includes standard notation and tablature to make these arrangements accessible to all guitarists and a
CD with each piece performed by the arranger.
Blues Guitar Lesson Anthology Rich DelGrosso 2010-11-01 (Guitar Educational). Time to get excited
about playing blues guitar! This book provides time-tested lessons covering rhythms, leads, slide,
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ﬁngerstyle, shuﬄes, boogies and so much more. This is not a method book; you go straight to the meat &
potatoes of blues playing with tried & true phrases that you've heard on countless songs by the biggest
blues legends. This title also includes 78 audio tracks so you can hear every example!
The Complete Guide to Playing Blues Guitar Joseph Alexander 2014-04-12 Have you ever listened to
a master blues musician and wondered why their solos sound diﬀerent and more powerful than yours?
“Beyond Pentatonics” Contains 104 Pages of Blues Guitar Secrets for the Advancing Guitarist: Add New,
Rich Melodic Colours to your Solo Learn how the Greatest Guitarists Target the Most Powerful Notes.
Master Every Important Scale Choice for Every Chord in the Blues Progression Over 125 Licks, 80 Minutes
of Audio and 10 Backing Tracks The Complete Guide to Playing Blues Guitar is a three-part series that
teaches you all the essential skills required to become an excellent blues guitarist. Book Three: "Beyond
Pentatonics" shows you how to break away from the minor pentatonic soloing rut that many blues
guitarists quickly fall into. The ﬁrst half of "Beyond Pentatonics" shows you how to target the most
powerful notes from each chord in the blues progression to create the greatest emotional eﬀect. Every
chord change in the blues progression is covered in minute detail, with clear diagrams and plenty of
great licks to learn. You'll quickly ﬁnd yourself playing emotive, original solos that you never before
thought possible. The second half of 'Beyond Pentatonics', looks in great detail at the many possiblescale
choices for each of the chords in the blues. Every essential scale choice is given for the I, IV and V
chords, withtheory and important concepts clearly explained. There are over 125 pieces of authentic
blues vocabulary, plus many 'tricks of the trade' to help you incorporate these compelling sounds into
your solos. There is no better, more detailed book to teach you the melodic secrets of blues guitar
soloing.
Craig Dobbins' Hymns for Fingerstyle Guitar Craig Dobbins 1997-04 Craig Dobbins has tastefully arranged
this beautiful collection of hymns to be easily playable and yet worthy of concert and solo recital
performance. All the music is written in standard notation and tablature, and performed beautifully on
the included CD. Selections include: Amazing Grace * In the Garden * O for a Thousand Tongues to Sing *
The Old Rugged Cross * Sweet Hour of Prayer * There Is a Fountain and more.
Progressive guitar method Gary Turner 2010 Book, 2 DVDs, 1 CD & 1 DVD-rom. Features: A
comprehensive, lesson-by-lesson introduction to the guitar, covering notes on all six strings; Teaches
music reading, picking technique and basic music theory. Covers time signatures, note values, sharps,
ﬂats and the chromatic scale; An easy to follow Guitar method for the complete beginner; This book also
has special sections on tuning, how to read sheet music and a chord chart; Includes melodies from many
well-known songs in a variety of styles; A carefully graded, lesson by lessons method that assumes no
prior knowledge of Music or Guitar; All guitarists should know all of the information in this book.
Beginning Acoustic Blues Guitar Lou Manzi 2005-04 This starting volume of the Complete Acoustic
Blues Method covers basic blues theory, left-hand techniques, call and response phrasing, intros,
turnarounds, endings, and improvisation. All music is shown in standard notation and TAB, and the CD
demonstrates the examples in the book. This is the perfect method for beginning acoustic blues
guitarists.
Blues You Can Use (Music Instruction) John Ganapes 1995-10-01 (Guitar Educational). A
comprehensive source designed to help guitarists develop both lead and rhythm playing. Covers: Texas,
Delta, R&B, early rock and roll, gospel, blues/rock and more. Includes 21 complete solos; chord
progressions and riﬀs; turnarounds; moveable scales and more. The audio features leads and full band
backing.
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Guitar Fretboard Workbook (Music Instruction) 2003-08-01 (Musicians Institute Press). Navigate the guitar
neck better than ever before with this easy-to-use book! Designed from Musicians Institute core
curriculum programs, it covers essential concepts for players of every level, acoustic or electric. A handson guide to theory, it will help you learn to build any scale or chord on your own and unleash creativity.
No music reading is required.
Tommy Emmanuel's Fingerstyle Guitar Milestones Tommy Emmanuel 2021-02-09 In Fingerstyle
Guitar Milestones, Tommy breaks down his guitar technique and teaches it to you, pick by pick! It is
perfect for anyone who wants to develop thumb and ﬁnger independence for ultimate ﬁngerstyle guitar
technique.
Delta Blues Guitar Stefan Grossman 2002-10-01 The Mississippi Delta of the 1920s-1940s was a treasure
chest of powerful blues performances. These lessons detail tunes by Willie Brown, Tommy Johnson, and
Mississippi John Hurt. This book features notation, tablature, and three compact discs of phrase-byphrase audio instruction for the intermediate guitarist.
Hybrid Picking Guitar Technique Levi Clay 2021-08-04 Master modern hybrid picking technique. It
may have started as a Country thing, but combining the pick and ﬁngers has spread like wildﬁre across
genres.
Acoustic Guitar Slide Basics David Hamburger 2001-01-01 David Hamburger, leading sideman, solo
performer and teacher, guides players through this complete introduction to bottleneck slide guitar
playing with progressive lessons in open tunings and ﬁngerstyle technique, tips on slide guitars and gear,
technical exercises, and full songs. The accompanying CD features all of the music played slowly, then up
to tempo. In standard notation with tablature and chord diagrams.
Beginning Fingerstyle Blues Guitar Arnie Berle 1993 Oﬀers a step-by-step method for learning ﬁngerstyle blues guitar and includes ﬁve authentic blues tunes, graded exercises, illustrated tips, and standard
notation and tablature.
Fingerpicking Blues Guitar Instrumentals Stefan Grossman 2002-06 In this set of audio lessons,
Stefan Grossman teaches six ﬁngerpicking blues guitar solos. The three compact discs feature note-bynote, phrase-by-phrase instruction of the music featured in the book. In addition to instruction for the
arrangements of "Tribute to Lonnie Johnson" (in Drop D tuning) and "Dollar Town" that appear in the
book, Lesson One includes two special tracks of Lonnie Johnson performing two tunes. Lesson Two
teaches "Yazoo Basin Boogie" in Drop D tuning and "Religious Trainfare Blues" in standard tuning. Lesson
Three presents "Blues for the Mann" and "Lemon's Jump," tributes to two great blues men. All in notation
and tablature.
100 Most Popular Songs for Fingerpicking Guitar Hal Leonard Corp. 2019-07-01 (Guitar Solo). This
massive collection will keep you ﬁngerpicking for days! It features a fun and diverse collection of 100
great arrangements of classic songs like: Africa * Ain't No Sunshine * Babe, I'm Gonna Leave You *
Blackbird * Brave * Careless Whisper * City of Stars * Crazy * Creep * Despacito * Dust in the Wind *
Every Breath You Take * Fire and Rain * Free Fallin' * Fur Elise, WoO 59 * Good Riddance (Time of Your
Life) * Havana * Hey, Soul Siter * I'm Yours * Imagine * James Bond Theme * Lean on Me * Love Yourself *
Mrs. Robinson * The Pink Panther * Shape of You * She's Got a Way * Smells like Teen Spirit * The Sound
of Silence * Stairway to Heaven * Take Me Home, Country Roads * Thinking Out Loud * Time After Time *
Unchained Melody * We Are the Champions * Wonderwall * Yesterday * Your Song * and more!
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Beginning Blues Guitar Mastery Terry Carter 2021-07-23 Welcome to the Beginning Guitar Blues Mastery
book by Rock Like The Pros and written by Terry Carter. This is the most comprehensive beginning Blues
guitar book in the world. In the Beginning Guitar Blues Mastery book, you are going to dive deep into
learning and understanding all styles of Blues rhythm, Blues ﬁngerstyle, and Blues soloing on the guitar.
In this book you are going to explore all the techniques and tools that you need to become a Guitar Blues
Master. You are going to learn Blues Shuﬄe, Walking Blues, Blues Rock, Fingerstyle Blues, Boogie Woogie
Blues, Jump Blues, Country Blues, Blues Scales, and Blues Soloing. The Rock Like The Pros Beginning
Blues Guitar Mastery book is a step-by-step introduction to the Blues, which means each lesson will build
upon the last, so that you develop the proper feel and conﬁdence you need to become a Blues Master.
One of the key concepts in this book is understanding the diﬀerence between Swing and Straight Feel.
This is extremely important to not only understand the diﬀerences, but to be able to execute ﬂawlessly,
the two styles. Blues Swing is the primary style you hear in the Blues Shuﬄe, Boogie Woogie, Jazz Blues,
and Slow Blues. Straight Blues is a faster, more driving style that you'll hear in Blues Rock (like Chuck
Berry), Jump Blues, and Country Blues. Don't worry if you don't understand this concept right now; you
will by the time you are done with the Beginning Guitar Blues Mastery book by Terry Carter. Not only will
the Beginning Blues Guitar Mastery book help you understand the diﬀerent styles of Blues rhythm, it will
teach you how to play a Blues solo. That's right, you are going to learn the holy grail of being a Blues
master, which is the ability to solo over a Blues. Don't worry if you have never soloed before, this book
will show you how to take the most popular scales used in Blues, the Minor Pentatonic and the Blues
Scale, and use them to solo. When you are done with this book, you will turn heads as you learn the licks
and riﬀs that have been used by all the Blues greats. The Beginning Guitar Blues Mastery book is the
most comprehensive book on Guitar and is written by Terry Carter, the leader in the Guitar world. Terry
spent over 20 years as a Los Angeles studio musician, producer, and writer, working with greats such as
Weezer, Josh Groban, Robby Krieger (The Doors), 2-time Grammy winning composer Christopher Tin
(Calling All Dawns), Duﬀ McKagan (Guns N' Roses), Grammy winning producer Charles Goodan
(Santana/Rolling Stones), and the Los Angeles Philharmonic. Terry has written and produced tracks for
commercials (Discount Tire and Puma) and TV shows, including Scorpion (CBS), Pit Bulls & Parolees
(Animal Planet), Trippin', Wildboyz, and The Real World (MTV). He has self-published over 10 books for
Rock Like The Pros and Uke Like The Pros, ﬁlmed over 30 guitar and ukulele online courses, and has over
125,000 subscribers on his Rock Like The Pros and Uke Like The Pros social media channels. Terry
received a Master of Music in Studio/Jazz Guitar Performance from University of Southern California, and
a Bachelor of Music from San Diego State University, with an emphases in Jazz Studies and Music
Education. He has taught at the University of Southern California, San Diego State University, Santa
Monica College, Miracosta College, and Los Angeles Trade Tech College. Whether you are a beginner at
the Blues, or a seasoned veteran, the Beginning Guitar Blues Mastery book is going to take you deep into
the world of the Blues, and you will come out a better, more conﬁdent guitar player, who will be ready to
tackle the world. Are you ready? Let's dive in.
Teach Yourself to Play Guitar David M. Brewster 2004-04-01 (Guitar Educational). Teach Yourself to Play
Guitar has been created speciﬁcally for the student with no music-reading background. With lesson
examples presented in today's most popular tab format, which also incorporates simple beat notation for
accurate rhythm execution, Teach Yourself to Play Guitar oﬀers the beginning guitarist not only a
comprehensive introduction to essential guitar-playing fundamentals, but a quick, eﬀective,
uncomplicated and practical alternative to the multitude of traditional self-instructional method books. It
also: covers power chords, barre chords, open position scales and chords (major and minor), and singlenote patterns and ﬁlls; includes lesson examples and song excerpts in a variety of musical styles rock,
folk, classical, country and more; familiarizes the student with fretboard organization, chord patterns,
hand and ﬁnger positions, and guitar anatomy by way of easy-to-interpret diagrams, photos and
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illustrations; provides complete, concise explanations while keeping text to a minimum; and prepares the
student for the option of further guitar instruction.
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